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CCI Visualisation Corner 2 Year 2 Report v1.1 
PE/PVL 12.8.16 
 
 
0. Introduction 
 
The purpose of this document is to summarise the results of the second year of the CCI 
Visualisation Corner 2 project, carried out for ESA by Planetary Visions Limited between July 
2015 and June 2016.  
 
According to the project’s Statement of Work, the activity would “build on the visualisations 
developed in the previous contract in order to expand the CCI Visualisation Corner to include 
the full set of Essential Climate Variables being produced by the CCI, and for public relations 
and educational purposes.” 
 
The project was broken down into three main tasks (with an additional task for management 
and reporting): 

1. An Exhibition Version for conferences and meetings. 
2. A Tablet Version for the public, less data rich with more text and explanations. 
3. Video animations of CCI data that help show the inter-linkages between variables, 
to be incorporated into both of the above. 

 
Progress on each task is described in sections 1-4 below. The Exhibition Version has been 
publicly exhibited at international conferences as detailed at the end of section 1.1. The 
Tablet version is now available on the App Store, with early download stats reported in 
section 2.4. Section 4 lists project deliverable items. Section 5 sets priorities for future 
development of the work.  
 
 

 
 
Fig 1 CCI Visualisation Tool (Exhibition Version) presented to the public at the UN Climate Change 
Conference in Paris, 5-6 December 2015. 
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1. Task 1: Exhibition Version 
 
The Exhibition Version was developed to version 2 during the first year of the project. Year 2 
tasks consisted of updating the content, updating the Exhibition for iPad version, and porting 
the software from MacOS to Windows (rescheduled from Year 1). 
 
1.1 WP1100 Exhibition Master 
 
WP1104 Exhibition Master Version 2 
The exhibition version was completed for beta testing in Year 1. Beta test comments were 
incorporated into the version 2 release (v6.3.2), including finalization of project screen layout, 
the elimination of placeholder and demo content, and updates to the most recent data. 
 
WP1105 Exhibition Master Update 1 
This update, originally scheduled for Year 2, was completed in Year 1 in order to include 
software developments from the iPad version 1 into a definitive MacOS version 1. 
 
WP1106 Exhibition Master Update 2 
Updates to the Exhibition version content were performed throughout Year 2, and delivered in 
three batches: for the COP21 meeting in December 2015, for LPS in May 2016, and for the 
end of the project year in July 2016. 
 
Two secondary datasets were added, and seven datasets were updated to provide longer 
data spans and the most recent coverage possible. Total volume of data ingested and 
processed for the project is now over 500GB. Tasks included: 
 
• Updating data sequences to cover longer time periods, more recent dates, and to show 
improved quality (Sea Level, Ozone, Sea Ice, Ice Sheets, Clouds, Soil Moisture, Ice Sheets). 
• Reprocessing data to improve visual quality (Aerosols) 
• Adding more hotspot zooms (Glaciers and Land Cover). 
• Adding additional ECV parameters (SST Anomaly, Land Cover surface reflectance). 
• Updating the info screen text to fit the final screen layout and to cover all the parameters 
shown for each project. 
• Ensuring at least three illustrations for each project so no gaps on screen 0.5. 
• Ensuring non-global ECVs are illustrated. 
• Adding graphs that show ECV change over time, adapted to black backgrounds to fit style. 
• Adding illustrations acquired for the Tablet version. 
• Replacing non-ESA illustrations with ESA or CCI sources where possible. 
 
 

 
Fig 2. Final project screen (type 0.5) layout with five datasets (top),  
three illustrations (bottom left), and four headlines (right). 
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Fig 3. The Exhibition version now includes a graph showing results from each project, eg, GHG 
latitudinal averages (left), sea level rise (right).  
 

   
Fig 4. New illustrations include ground-level photos (eg, iceberg calving, left) and those non-global data 
products that can’t be shown in the data viewer (eg, glacier ice velocity right). 
 
Documentation 
Each software release is accompanied by a “read me” file, including basic instructions, and a 
software delivery note, describing changes since the previous version. The illustrated user 
guide produced for the Version 1 release of the software has been updated for Version 2. 
 
The following major versions of the Exhibition Master software were presented or delivered to 
ESA: 
 
14 July 2015 D.1104 Exhibition Master version 2 release (v6.3.2) 
29 June 2016 D.1106 Exhibition Master update 2 
 
Conferences 
The Exhibition Version has been presented at the following conferences and science 
meetings over the course of the year: 
 
12-14 Oct 2015 Earth Observation Open Science 2.0, ESA-ESRIN, Frascati 
25 Oct 2015  The Manchester Science Festival, Manchester 
30 Nov-12 Dec 2015 UN Climate Change Conference COP21, Paris 
14-18 Dec 2015  American Geophysical Union, San Francisco 
9-13 May 2016  ESA Living Planet Symposium, Prague 
11-17 July 2016 Farnborough International Air Show 
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Fig 5. CCI Data Time Spans Update 
Grey lines represent full CCI data timespan. Black lines represent data processed and presented in the 
Exhibition Version. Red lines represent data added in year 2. The number of ECV parameters is shown 
for each project. Data for all projects overlaps for the ‘golden year’ of 2008. 

 
Table 1. Software Data Budget 
The current data budget for Exhibition (Mac and iPad) and Tablet versions: 10GB for Exhibition on Mac; 
3GB for Exhibition on iPad; 1.1GB for the Tablet version. Data volumes for the Tablet version were 
reduced in order to limit the download time for the app.  
 

Exhibition Version Tablet Version
Mac iPad

minimum time step 1 day 8 days 16 days

Sea Surface Temperature 5700 570 48
Sea Ice 2200 266 116

Ocean Colour 611 269 96
Greenhouse Gases 66 66 44

Sea Level 104 104 44
CMUG 159 159 48

Aerosols 83 83 15
Soil Moisture 210 210 37
Land Cover 122 122 80

Ozone 39 39 12
Cloud 366 366 43

Fire 17 17 3
Glaciers 36 36 33

Ice Sheets 10 10 10
Science Data 9723 MB 2317 MB 629 MB

Video 539 MB 539 MB 393 MB
Info, Images, Metadata 87 MB 87 MB 113 MB

Software 48 MB 23 MB 23 MB

TOTAL 10397 MB 2966 MB 1158 MB

download time at
Fibre broadband 50 Mbps 3 min

UK average* 22 Mbps 7 min
Typical ADSL2 8 Mbps 19 min

Basic ADSL 3 Mbps 51 min
(*source: Ofcom, Feb 2015)
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1.2 WP1200 Exhibition for iPad 
The Exhibition for iPad version was developed rapidly from the Phase 1 prototype software. 
The iPad version was further developed in parallel with the definitive Version 1 and Version 2 
of the Exhibition Master. This version is a development project, with ad hoc distribution 
certificates lasting a maximum of one year. This route avoids the App Store, allowing for rapid 
distribution of software updates and separate distribution of content updates. 
 
Two updates have been produced: the first at the end of Year1, with multiple parameters for 
each project, corresponding to Exhibition Master version 2 (originally scheduled for Year 2); 
the second at the end of Year 2, with the updated content developed during Year 2 (originally 
scheduled for Year 3). Due to an oversight the first update was not delivered to ESA. Further 
updates will be produced during year 3. 
 
Apart from integrating the updated content, tasks for the iPad updates included: 
 
• Preparation of a smaller data bundle, with only standard-size data maps (840x1680 pixels) 
and limited temporal resolution of no fewer than 8 days. 
• Some adjustment to the text layout was required for the 4:3 aspect ratio of the iPad screen 
and larger font size of the ipad version. 
• Development environment update to Qt5.6.1 required software recoding for hotspot 
rendering in the data viewer and user interface glow effects on the text pages. 
 
The following major versions of the Exhibition for iPad software were developed: 
 
10 July 2015 Exhibition for iPad update 0 (to version 2 (v6.3.2)) 
19 July 2016 D.1203 Exhibition for iPad update 1 
 
 
1.3 WP1300 Exhibition for Windows 
At the Year 1 Review Meeting the Windows version was considered less important than the 
Tablet version, so was postponed to allow programming effort to concentrate on the Tablet 
version. With the Tablet version complete, the Windows version is now in beta test. 
 
The Windows version should run on Windows 7 and later, is being developed on Windows 7/8 
and will be tested on Windows 10. Preliminary exploration of the Windows port in Year 1 
showed no problem with running the 3D graphics components - the globe and map viewer - 
and data playback. OpenGL code required only minor adjustment to accommodate Windows 
and is widely supported by current graphics cards. Issues with text format for content and 
screen furniture have been resolved. 
 
There are some outstanding issues with content and deployment: 
 
• interpretation of unicode text format for diacritic characters. 
• video container format was optimised for iPad (MPEG4 video, H264 codec in QuickTime 
container). The video format is widely supported on Windows, but this is less clear for the 
container, dependent on what media tools are installed. Video content will be re-encoded if 
necessary. 
• poor performance on test machine, possibly related to machine configuration. 
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Fig 6. Exhibition version running on Windows: project page (top) and data viewer (bottom). 
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2. Task 2 Tablet Version 
 
The Tablet Version is an e-book “for a more general audience that can be understood by 
anyone who is not familiar with ESA and does not have a scientific background”. The Tablet 
Version, called Climate from Space, was completed in May 2016 and launched on Apple’s 
App Store in time for ESA’s Living Planet Symposium. 
 
2.1 Design 
Design of the Tablet Version was largely completed in Year 1, as described in the Tablet 
Version Design Spec v1.2 (ref CCI2-D2101-v1-2). Additional design tasks in Year 2 included 
picture research for ground-level images for the chapter openers, modifications to the side 
menu for use in the Data Viewer, and generation of the team member logos and team maps 
for each project. Info and data viewer buttons were also added to the contents page. 
 

 
Fig 7. Climate from Space opening/contents page. 
 
2.2 Software 
Software engineering on the Tablet version was due to follow completion of the Exhibition 
version 2. The Exhibition Version development over-ran due to the inclusion of additional 
functionality as outlined in the Year 1 report. To reduce the delay caused by the extra work on 
the Exhibition Version, another programmer was assigned to software engineering the Tablet 
Version, so that this work could run in parallel. Basic functionality was implemented, including 
database-driven page content and construction, and animated icon/content transitions 
between pages. 
 
Problems were encountered, however, integrating this robust database-driven engine within 
the Qt development environment used for all the software products under this contract. A 
variety of shortcomings were exposed within Qt, and many of the new features that the team 
hoped for became too difficult to implement with the state of Qt at that time. Qt is under 
constant development and with recent and anticipated revisions it may be possible that the 
effort expended could be used for a future version. 
 
Qt remains a strong choice for a cross-platform project, as evidenced by the rapid delivery of 
the initial iPad port of the Exhibition Version, and the current quick progress on the Windows 
version. Current development is under Qt v5.6.1. 
 
Although the additional effort was expended in parallel with the main software development, it 
did cause some delay to the Tablet Version as development reverted to the static-content 
approach used for the Exhibition Version and its iPad derivative, and responsibility was 
handed back to the original programmer. This unfortunately coincided with the summer 
holiday period when key staff were away. 
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All essential functionality from the design spec is now achieved. From the preferred 
functionality, the chapter gallery and an enhanced interface to the data viewer are achieved: 
the data viewer can be called using the scripting syntax developed for the Exhibition version, 
and a new data viewer menu allows datasets to be changed from within the data viewer. An 
embedded video player, and the possible functions of an interactive team map and ECV 
diagram are not considered necessary. 
 
The following major versions of the Tablet Version software were presented or delivered to 
ESA: 
 
9 Nov 2015 D.2102 Tablet for iPad alpha version 
24 Nov 2015 D.2103 Tablet for iPad beta version (v7.6.3) 
4 Dec 2015 Tablet for iPad beta version 2 MacOS (v7.6.3) 
10 Feb 2016 Tablet for iPad beta version 2 iOS (v7.7.8 on TestFlight) 
2 Apr 2016 Tablet for iPad beta version 3 (v8.0.0, for wider test) 
18 Apr 2016  Tablet for iPad release candidate 1 (v8.0.12) 
5 May 2016 D.2104 Tablet for iPad release version 1.0 (v8.0.20) 
 
 
2.3 Content 
 
A detailed breakdown of text and illustration content for the Tablet Version is presented in 
Appendix 3. 
 
Text 
First draft text for about half the projects was completed during Year 1 of the project, along 
with edited text and picture research for three projects. Year 2 tasks included: 
 
• Completion of remaining first draft chapter texts 
• Editing for English language and technical detail 
• Circulation of texts to science teams and incorporation of science team comments 
• Chapter opening statement texts 
• Data Page texts 
• Info/help text 
• App Store description text. 
 
To facilitate some user testing of the content before the software was complete, a mockup of 
the Tablet version was built using an app prototyping tool (Briefs). Briefs documents may be 
viewed on iPad using a free viewer (Briefscase). The tool allows limited interactivity, allowing 
the content and basic interface to be shared on iPad within the production team, and shown 
to others. A Briefs mockup of the app with three complete chapters was provided to get 
feedback from ESA on the length and level of technical detail of the text and the text/image 
balance. 
 
Science team comments on the text were received over summer and autumn of 2015, with 
the texts amended in response and loaded into the software in time for publication at COP21 
in November 2015. However, ESA introduced another stage to the editorial process in the 
form of major re-writes to some texts after review by ESA’s CCI technical officers. These did 
not arrive until the week of the planned publication, leaving insufficient time for final edit and 
integration with the software, let alone for science team approval. 
 
ESA decided to postpone the launch of the app to LPS in May 2016, allowing time for two 
further drafts of all texts to be completed in consultation with the ESA project manager, before 
science team approval was again sought, around the time of the CMUG meeting in March 
2016. Where change was required, final drafts were completed by early April 2016. 
 
The published version of the software contains 16,700 words of project text against a target in 
the design specification of 16,200. There are an additional 1,512 words of text on the data 
pages.  
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Illustrations 
Images, diagrams and video sequences were researched from ESA archives and other 
sources, resulting in 191 illustrations presented for consideration. Once chapter texts were 
finalised, a final selection of 127 was included in the app (compared with a target in the 
design spec of 75). Including custom graphics outlined below, such as data links and team 
maps, the total number of illustrations is 164. Tasks completed include: 
 
• picture research  
• picture selection and layout against final text 
• data link layout against final text 
• caption writing: short captions for text page; long  captions for full-screen images. 
 
Custom Graphics 
Custom graphics were produced for the following items: 
 
• main contents screen 
• user interface graphics, including contents and data viewer menus 
• team member logos (x151, compiled into 14 composites) 
• team member maps (x14) 
• satellite timeline diagrams (x13, of which 8 used) 
• electromagnetic spectrum diagrams (x4) 
• diagrams and graphs restyled with black background (x17) 
• data thumbnails for data page (x47) and project page links (x22) 
• tooltips overlay for data viewer 
• opening splash movie (36sec) 
• menu-build movie (10sec) 
 
A music soundtrack was selected and laid down on the splash and menu-build movies. 
 

    
Fig 8. Custom graphics: (left) satellite timeline for Soil Moisture measurements, with passive sensors in 
green and active sensors in orange; (right) electromagnetic spectrum showing wavelengths used for 
SST measurements. 
 
Interviews 
Video interviews with all the science team leaders were acquired from ESA Communications. 
On-camera sound from the chosen shot angle was replaced with the high quality sound from 
the studio microphone. The interviews were edited to remove questions and prompts, and 
post-produced to replace the green screen with the background colour of the app, for 
seamless integration with other page assets.  
 
As well as being used in the Tablet version, these interview edits were supplied back to ESA 
Communications for publication ahead of the UN Climate Change conference COP21 
meeting in Paris in Nov/Dec 2015. 
 
Data 
Data volumes for the Tablet version were reduced in order to limit the download time for the 
app.  This was done by using in most cases only one parameter for each project; limiting the 
size of the data maps (to 840x1680); lengthening the minimum time step (to 16 days); and 
more aggressive compression of data maps and video files.  
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In addition to the smaller maps required for some datsets, a custom version of the Ocean 
Colour data was produced, using a more intuitive green colour scheme for the chlorophyll-a 
concentration maps. 
 

 
Fig 9. Ocean Colour chlorophyll-a concentration: (left) science team colour scheme used in Exhibition 
Version; (right) intuitive colour scheme used in Tablet Version. 
 
As part of the page layout process, once texts for each chapter had been finalised, data links 
were included at appropriate points to illustrate the text, demonstrating the data viewer’s 
ability to show still and animated globes, flat maps, and comparisons with other data. A total 
of 22 data links are spread across the 15 chapters. Two chapters (Soil Moisture and GHG) 
have no data links beside their text, since they have video animation that shows the data 
more effectively. But they do have the usual data viewer link at the top, and data links from 
their data pages. 
 
Documentation 
Documentation was written in the form of an info/help page within the app (see Appendix 1), 
tooltips overlay for the data viewer, and descriptive text for the app store (Appendix 2). 
Screenshots and preview movie were also prepared for the app store submission. 6 minutes 
of demo video were recorded and edited down to the 30 seconds maximum allowed on the 
app store. 
 
 
2.4 Distribution and Testing 
Software engineering was performed on linux, with development versions of the software 
distributed internally for content integration on MacOS, and testing on iOS. Initial iOS 
distribution through the app store was through PVL’s developer account. From beta stage 
onwards, distribution was through ESA’s account, using Apple’s TestFlight software to 
distribute to a limited number of “internal” testers (12 out of a max allowed 25), mainly at PVL, 
ESA-ECSAT and ESA-ESRIN. Internal testers need to be registered, and to accept, an ESA 
iTunes account. Almost daily updates were distributed this way in the weeks before 
publication. 
 
There was a three-week delay in receiving correct permissions to publish via ESA’s account, 
as outlined in the Milestone 3 Report (ref CCI2-PR6). There were additional delays 
subsequently due to no system being in place at ESA for the management of App Store 
distribution certificates to allow concurrent testing and distribution of multiple apps by multiple 
developers. At a critical stage, two weeks before LPS, we were unable to circulate updates to 
our development team for an entire week. Solutions proposed by PVL’s programmer were at 
first rejected by ESA, but ultimately accepted as things became critical for all development 
teams in the run-up to LPS. A lot of the contractor’s programmer effort between February and 
May was spent dealing with this situation.  
 
Once through Apple’s beta review, distribution was widened to a larger group of “external” 
testers, including those science team members who expressed an interest (25 testers out of a 
max allowed 2,000). External testers do not need to be registered with ESA, but they still 
need to use the TestFlight to receive the app. Release candidate versions were then put to 
full review on the Apple Store, before publication on 5th May 2016. Minor updates have been 
performed since.  
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The app went through App Store beta review twice, both completed within a few hours. Full 
review took about a day – considerably better than the 6 day average. No version of the 
software presented for App Store beta or full review has been rejected. 
 
The app is available for free download from the App Store: 
https://itunes.apple.com/us/app/climate-from-space/id1061553589?mt=8 
 

    
Fig 10. (a) Searching for “climate change” on the App Store (left); (b) Climate from Space page (right).  
 
 
Using the analytics on the App Store, we can see how the app is doing (figs 11 and 12). As of 
22 July, there have been 651 impressions (the app showing up on a search, as shown in fig 
10a), 152 page views (someone reads about the app, as shown in fig 10b), and 111 units 
downloaded. 73% is a really high conversion rate from page views to downloads, but since 
the app has not yet been formally launched it is likely that most downloads are to people 
related to the project or interested parties introduced to it at LPS2016, rather than to members 
of the public browsing the App Store. 
 
 

 
Fig 11. App Store analytics showing app impressions, page views, number and location of downloads.  
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Fig 12. Climate from Space downloads day-by-day from publication on 5 May to 21 July 2016. 
Downloads peaked during ESA’s Living Planet Symposium, 9-13 May, and in the following week. 
 
 
2.5 Discussion 
Development of the Tablet Version suffered a series of delays, mostly covered in the 
Milestone 3 report (CCI2-PR6), but also mentioned in the previous sections. Steps were taken 
by the contractor to reduce the impact of these delays, but these proved only partly effective: 
 
1. Development of the Tablet version software was late starting due to additional functionality 
being included in the Exhibition version.  
 
• In response, an additional programmer was assigned to the Tablet version before 
completion of the Exhibition version. Unfortunately it was not possible to integrate this work 
with the core 3D graphics code within the chosen development environment. 
 
• To demonstrate the content and design before the software was complete, a mock-up of the 
app was developed in an app design package (Briefs), showing text and images for three 
completed chapters. 
 
2. The text author spent longer in research and writing than expected due to involvement in 
other ESA projects. PVL also identified issues with early texts due to the author’s limited 
knowledge of remote sensing and climate change. 
 
• In response, significant extra effort was applied by PVL, beyond the contracted hours, to 
technically edit and supplement the text, in addition to the expected English-language editing. 
 
3. Several science teams were slow to review the text, despite repeated requests. Delays in 
getting text feedback from ESA meant several editorial and approval steps had to be 
repeated. 
 
While one or two of these problems may have been overcome without serious impact to the 
schedule, in combination the result was considerable delay from September to November 
2015 (beta version), at which time ESA put back the launch to the LPS conference in May 
2016. This date was met despite further delays due to inadequate procedures at ESA for 
management of app publication and testing (as reported in section 2.4 above). 
 
The app is currently being reviewed by ESA Communications ahead of a formal launch. 
Some issues have been raised of compliance with ESA’s Corporate Visual Identity Manual. 
The manual was followed in the design of the app, but some details were missed. It was 
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possible to fix some of these issues quickly ahead of publication, but others would require 
significant work to change. Confirmation of what needs fixing now and what could be left to a 
later date was requested from ESA Comms by the Climate Office and the contractor, but in 
the ten weeks following LPS, nothing has been received. 
 
The contractor requested at the beginning of the project that any parties within ESA who had 
responsibility for corporate image be included at the design stage to avoid more expensive 
changes, and delays, later on. Unfortunately this did not occur. 
 
2.6 Updates 
Tasks for Year 3 will consist of content updates and some additional functionality: 
 
• improved or extended data, particularly if it shows more up-to-date information. 
• minor text updates to keep the information up-to-date or to fix any errors. 
• additional or replacement illustrations if significantly better material becomes available. 
• addition of custom graphics such as diagrams or animations being produced under Task 3. 
• inclusion of hotspot zooms on the static globes (currently available in the Exhibition version). 
• startup screen message to minimise blank screen on startup on older iPads. 
 
 
3. Task 3 Animations 
 
Storyboards were completed for four animations during Year 1 of the project: a CCI 
Promotional Video covering all the projects, and three based on suggestions from the ocean 
science teams (Sea Level Rise Contributions, Interactions of Ocean and Atmosphere, 
Regional Sea Level Trends). A fourth animation on El Niño was suggested by ESA during 
Year 2, and this may replace one of the three ocean stories.  
 
Three animations have been completed, in addition to animations produced for the Exhibition 
Version and Tablet Version software.  
 
3.1 CCI Promotional Video 
Although a simple concept, the promotional video contains data from all 13 projects, some of 
them merged and synchronized in time, with camera moves choreographed around key 
events or times of year, and designed to enable seamless looped playback, making it a more 
complicated production than our benchmark for this work (which envisaged four or five 
datasets per animation). 
 
At 3 minutes in duration, it is also longer than the maximum duration anticipated in the work 
spec (2min). In addition, a preliminary version with fixed viewpoint was delivered with titles at 
full high definition resolution (HD) at the end of April 2015 to ensure ESA had material 
available for use at upcoming events such as the Paris Air Show (Deliverable D.3101). 
 
Production consequently took longer than scheduled, which delayed the following animations. 
With a final motion version complete in standard definition (SD) at the end of Year 1, the 
following subtasks have been completed during Year 2: 
 
• 5.10.15 promo sequence completed in HD with comments received from ESA 2.10.15. 
• 6.10.15 further comments received from ESA and HD version updated (Deliverable D.3102). 
• 20.10.15 update to fix missing data label. 
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Fig 13. CCI promotional video animation, showing the Land Cover, 
Ocean Colour and GHG datasets involved in the carbon cycle. 
 
Review of the time spent on this animation, including the preliminary version with fixed 
viewpoint, shows it to be about three times more than budgeted for a single animation for this 
project. This equates to the total effort for WP3100 in Year 1. 
 
 
3.2 Sea Level Rise Contributions 
First rushes for Sea Level Contributions were completed in October 2015, but production was 
put on hold to concentrate on WP1100 data updates for COP21. Production resumed after 
COP21 and second motion rushes were completed on 15.12.15. Final version, including 
science team comments, was delivered in SD on 30.3.16; update with some changes 
completed in HD on 12.4.16 (deliverable D.3201). 
 
After confirmation of the SD version, and rendering and delivery of the HD version, comments 
were received from the Ice Sheets science team querying the figures used by the Sea Level 
team. (These figures were copied to all concerned on 14 Jan, included in rushes to ESA on 8 
March, and to the science leaders on 16 March, and again in our pre-HD check on 30 March.) 
Despite two suggestions from PVL of how these concerns could be addressed, ESA decided 
to halt work and postpone release of this animation. 
 

 
Fig 14. CCI Sea Level Contributions animation final frame. 
 
 
3.3 Interactions of Ocean and Atmosphere  
Production is underway for this animation, based on the updated storyboard delivered to ESA 
on 17 June 2016. 
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Fig 15. CCI Interactions of Ocean and Atmosphere: frames from storyboard. 
 
 
3.4 El Niño 
Storyboard preparation is underway, covering the following story outline: 
 
• El Niño is a modification of local ocean and atmospheric circulation in the South Pacific. 
• El Niño’s effects are felt globally.  
• Under normal conditions cold water wells up to the surface off the Pacific coast of South 
America and cold water moves westwards across the Equatorial Pacifc. 
• Under El Niño conditions, the upwelling fails and warm water accumulates in the Equatorial 
eastern Pacific. 
• Increased evaporation increases cloud cover over the Equatorial Pacific… 
• …and alters rainfall patterns across the globe 
 
3D graphics techniques will be used to show the vertical link between deep and surface 
ocean currents, including upwelling and westward flow. The following data is expected to be 
used: 
 
• CCI SST and SST anomaly 
• CCI sea level anomaly  
• CCI cloud concentration  
• CCI soil moisture and sm anomaly 
• Ocean current speed (from Cryosat) 
 

    
Fig 16. CCI El Niño animation: frames from storyboard. 
 
 
3.5 Deliverables 
The following animations have been delivered: 
 
30 Apr 2015 D.3101 CCI Promotional Video (fixed camera) 
6 Oct 2015 D.3102 CCI Promotional Video (moving camera) 
12 Apr 2016 D.3201 Sea Level Contributions 
 
3.6 Discussion 
Although the project has fewer stand-alone animations available for publication than expected 
at this stage, the animations produced so far are more general-purpose, covering all the 
ECVs. New animations have been produced for incorporation into the Exhibition version and 
Tablet version opening screens. CCI and ESA Comms have been able to use the video 
interviews that were sound-mixed and edited for the Tablet version. CCI has also released 
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one animation produced by the contractor’s team for the STSE project. 
 
It has proved difficult to keep animation production to schedule when an animation has so 
many “clients” (four science teams in addition to ESA for Sea Level Contributions), and 
impossible when storyboards and rushes aren’t checked in timely fashion by all parties. For 
Sea Level Contributions, important comments that could have been provided earlier came in 
at the last minute and have left the animation in limbo. This animation will need further work in 
Year 3 when new information is available from the science teams. 
 
It will not now be possible to complete four animations, as planned for Year 2. With one 
complete, one in production and one in design, we suggest the fourth be held over to the 
Year 3 animation WP (which would then be for five instead of three). The contractor has 
engaged a second animator to produce the Tablet version splash movies, and he will also be 
available for future CCI movies in Year 3. 
 
 
4. Task 4 Management and Meetings 
 
Progress has been reported to ESA by email on an ad hoc basis throughout the year, and at 
the scheduled quarterly progress meetings and milestone reviews. The agenda was set for 
these meetings, and minutes recorded, by PVL. 
 
4.1 CCI Meetings 
In addition to quarterly progress meetings, and ad hoc production meetings, Planetary Visions 
staff have attended the following CCI meetings to report progress, demonstrate the software, 
and collate science team feedback: 
 
29 Sep - 1 Oct 2015 CCI Colocation Meeting, ESA-ESTEC Frascati (PE, FM) 
14-15 March 2106 CMUG Integration Meeting, Munich (PE) 
9-12 May 2016  ESA Living Planet Symposium, Prague (PE) 
  
4.2 Project Documents 
Review documents have been prepared after significant milestones, and various documents 
prepared and circulated within the project team and to the wider CCI science team as 
required. A list of project documents is provided below (not including quarterly project reports 
and minutes): 
 
14 July 2015 userguide-cci6-3-2  CCI Visualisation Tool v2 User Guide 
25 Sept 2015 ESACCI-infotext-v4-3  Info Screen Text v4.3 
18 Dec 2015 ESACCI2-tablet-betareview Tablet Version beta Review 
18 Jan 2016 CCI2-PR6   Project Report 6 (Milestone 3) 
29 Jan 2016 cci-sealevelcontribs-storyboard-v2 

Sea Level Contributions storyboard 
17 June 2016 cci-oceanatmosphereinteraction-storyboard-v3 
      Ocean-Atmosphere storyboard 
8 July 2016 CCI2-YEAR2   Year 2 Report (this document) 
  
4.3 Deliverables 
The following deliverable items have been completed and delivered in Year 2: 
 
14 July 2015 D.1104 Exhibition Master release version 2.0 (v6.3.2) 
6 Oct 2015 D.3102 Animations year 1 (Promo) 
9 Nov 2015 D.2102 Tablet for iPad alpha version 
24 Nov 2015 D.2103 Tablet for iPad beta version (v7.6.3) 
12 Apr 2016 D.3201 Animations year 2 (Sea Level Contributions) 
5 May 2016 D.2104 Tablet for iPad release version 1.0 (v8.0.20) 
29 June 2016 D.1106 Exhibition Master update 2 
19 July 2016 D.1203 Exhibition for iPad update 1 
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The following deliverable items have yet to be completed (revised delivery dates are 
indicated): 
 
19 Aug 2016 D.1301 Exhibition for Windows 
26 Aug 2016 D.3202 Animations year 2 (Ocean-Atmosphere Interactions) 
30 Sept 2016 D.3203 Animations year 2 (El Niño) 
30 Sept 2016 D.2201 Tablet for Android 
 
4.4 Additional Work 
The following work has been undertaken, additional to the original work plan for year 2: 
 
• Additional programming effort in anticipation of late start of Tablet Version. 
• Tablet Version design mock-up in response to late Tablet Version software. 
• Additional editing and writing in response to technical deficiencies with first draft text. 
• Repeated layout and integration of text with software due to late feedback from ESA. 
• Additional editorial approval cycle with science teams. 
• Additional programmer effort dealing with weak management of multi-app development at 
ESA, exploring and implementing solutions. 
• Repeated production tasks due to late feedback on design from ESA Comms. 
• Exhibition for iPad second update. 
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5. Conclusion 
 
The major items under Task 1 (Exhibition for iPad and Exhibition Master v2) and Task 2 
(Tablet for iPad) have been completed. Considerable additional effort was applied to the 
project by the contractor to make up time on the Tablet version. Remaining items under these 
tasks are ports to other platforms and content updates, which are relatively straightforward 
and low risk. 
 
Task 3 (Animations) is in progress, but behind schedule. Delays are partly due to over-runs 
on more urgent tasks, partly due to the unexpected complexity of some of the work, and partly 
due to staff time spent on other animation work for ESA (CryoSat and STSE projects).  
 
5.1 Schedule 
Due to the advanced state of the Exhibition for iPad version, and the ease of cross-platform 
development, some Year 3 work has been brought forward and completed in Year 2 (two 
updates to Exhibition for iPad). The Tablet for Android port could not be started until the 
Tablet version was complete on iPad, so now falls to Year 3. The Exhibition for Windows 
version was considered less important than the Tablet version, but is now in beta test. 
 
An updated outline schedule is shown in Appendix 4. Since updates in the third year should 
be mainly content, with much of it common to all versions, it should be possible to run the 
updates in parallel rather than consecutively, keeping the various versions more in-step with 
each other (all equally up-to-date). There is a lighter workload in the third year of the project, 
giving us the flexibility to absorb the current over-run without extending the overall duration of 
the project. 
 
5.2 Priorities 
Priorities at the end of Year Two are: 
 
1. Exhibition for Windows version (underway) 
2. Tablet for Android version 
3. Data updates for Exhibition version (ahead of Colocation and AGU meetings) 
4. Animations (complete two currently underway from Year 2 in time for this year’s Colocation 
Meeting; five in the remainder of Year 3) 
5. Data updates for Tablet and derivative versions. 
 
Contractor attendance is requested at the following project meetings in Year 3, and possibly 
one other conference: 
 
4-6 Oct 2016  CCI Colocation Meeting, Frascati 
13-14 Feb 2017 CMUG Integration Meeting, Paris 
 
Up-to-date versions of at least the Exhibition Master should be available for the following 
meetings, and of all versions at the end of Year 3: 
 
7-18 Nov 2016  UNFCCC COP22, Marrakesh 
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Appendix 1 Tablet Version Info Page 
 
Climate from Space 
Copyright © 2016 Planetary Visions Limited 
www.planetaryvisions.com 
 
Published by the European Space Agency 
www.esa.int  
A project of the ESA Climate Office 
cci.esa.int 
 
 
About This App 
 
This electronic book is an introduction to the European Space Agency's Climate Change Initiative (CCI), 
including an interactive presentation of more than thirty years of climate measurements from Earth-
observation satellites. 
 
 
Navigation 
 

 
 
The app can be read like a book by swiping from right to left to turn the page, or navigated by tapping 
the buttons around the globe on the contents page or the images in the chapter browser.  
 
On the contents page, a swipe to the left brings up this info page, then the chapter browser, and a swipe 
to the right replays the splash movie. To skip the splash movie and get the contents page, swipe to the 
left. 
 
 
Chapters 
 

 
 
Each CCI project has its own chapter. To read a chapter, tap on a button on the contents page, or on an 
image in the chapter browser. The chapter's opening image will expand. Return to the contents page or 
chapter browser by swiping the image up or down. Swipe to the left to read through the chapter's other 
pages, or use the page control dots at the bottom of the screen. 
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Menus 
 

 
 
On the text pages, a tap on the CCI logo at top left takes you back to the contents page; a tap in the left 
margin brings up a chapter menu. 
 
Tap on the images to the right to expand them. Images with blue outlines open the data viewer. The 
data viewer can also be reached by tapping the button at top right. 
 
Data Viewer 
 

 
 
The data viewer presents the satellite-derived climate data products developed by the CCI project 
teams, some of them covering more than thirty years. The controls at the bottom allow you to play and 
pause the data sequence, adjust the playback speed, step through frame-by-frame, drag the date along 
the timeline, switch from globe to map view and adjust the framing. 
 
You can switch datasets and compare with another dataset. The exit button will return you to the text 
page you came from. 
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Data Page and Team Page 
 

 
 
Every chapter includes a page describing the data sets developed by the CCI project team. Those with 
blue outlines are available in the data viewer. The chapter ends with a page listing the project's team 
members, with a map showing their locations across Europe. 
 
For more information on the CCI programme and its projects, or to download the datasets yourself, go to 
cci.esa.int 
 
Developed by Planetary Visions for ESA 
     
Producer Philip Eales 
Software Tim Day, Kevin Tildsley 
Design Mona Craven 
Data Processing Andrew Wayne 
Writer Fulvio Marelli 
Interviews Kelsea Brennen-Wessels, Robert Meisner 
Splash Animation David Jacobs 
ESA Project Management Cat Downy, Pascal Lecomte 
ESA Climate Office, ESA-ECSAT, Harwell, UK 
     
With thanks to the CCI science teams.  
 
Music 
'Obvious Youth' by Alexis Smith/Joe Henson 
published by Audio Network Limited 
 
Pictures 
Picture sources are credited in the full-screen captions. Chapter opener pictures are from: 
     
Climate Change Initiative ESA 
Glaciers Mike Peel www.mikepeel.net  
Land Cover Thinkstock  
Soil Moisture ESA  
Fire Shutterstock  
Ice Sheets Anna Hogg  
Sea Ice ESA  
Sea Surface Temperature Andrew Price  
Ocean Colour Adobe Stock  
Sea Level Thinkstock  
Ozone NASA-JSC  
Greenhouse Gases Duke University  
Cloud Thinkstock  
Aerosols Alan Stark  
Climate Modelling Met Office / Crown Copyright 
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Appendix 2 Climate from Space App Store Description 
 
Climate from Space 
ESA - European Space Agency 
 
Description 
Satellites observing the Earth from space provide a clear picture of the health of our planet and the 
signs of climate change. This electronic book lets you take a closer look at the climate data being 
produced by the European Space Agency's Climate Change Initiative. 
 
Thirty years of climate data are at your fingertips on interactive globes and maps. Use the data viewer to 
see how climate variables including ocean temperature, ice sheets, sea level, sea ice, carbon dioxide 
and soil moisture change through time. Play, pause, and step through the data; spin the world and zoom 
in; switch between globe and map views; compare one data set with another. 
 
Engaging and richly-illustrated text explains why measuring these parts of the Earth system is important 
for climate science, and describes what the climate data shows. Project scientists from across Europe 
explain their work in their own words in short video interviews. 
 
Features: 
 
• Interactive, animated globes with 17 key climate data sets 
• Scroll through time to see thirty years of change 
• 130 illustrations, including satellite images, diagrams and animations 
• 14 interviews with project scientists 
• Over 16,000 words of text 
• 74 pages  
 
publisher link: http://cci.esa.int/content/tablet-app 
support link: http://cci.esa.int/content/contact-us 
 
Screenshots 

    
 

    
 

 



 
 

25.7.16
TEXT ILLUSTRATIONS DATA	PAGE TEAM	PAGE

Chapter word	
count	

image	
research

image	
selection

of	which:		
videos

	satellite	
timeline

e.m.	
spectrum

other	
diagrams

data	
links

word	
count

globes logos maps

opener page	1 page	2

Climate	Change	Inititative 25 490 340 17 9 1 1
Glaciers 24 600 607 15 10 3 2 2 111 10 10 1
Land	Cover 26 526 516 11 8 3 1 1 3 170 13 8 1
Soil	Moisture 24 540 482 13 9 2 1 2 160 2 9 1
Fire 21 462 383 11 7 1 1 2 50 1 8 1
Ice	Sheets 24 772 599 15 12 3 1 160 3 18 1
Sea	Ice 27 633 538 11 8 1 2 98 2 12 1
Sea	Surface	Temperature 27 545 449 12 9 1 1 1 2 91 2 8 1
Ocean	Colour 24 585 372 13 8 1 1 2 44 1 9 1
Sea	Level 29 740 754 15 8 1 2 2 82 2 13 1
Ozone 23 580 482 14 9 1 1 1 4 2 58 1 16 1
Greenhouse	Gases 25 549 512 12 11 2 7 78 2 12 1
Cloud 28 555 516 12 7 1 1 2 285 6 9 1
Aerosols 20 616 512 11 6 1 1 1 67 1 15 1
Climate	Modelling	User	Group 28 562 509 9 6 4 1 58 1 4 1

total 16,701 191 127 18 8 4 24 23 1,512 47 151 14
(target 16,200 words 75 	images) 36 diagrams

164 illustrations	including	data	links	and	team	maps

Appendix 3 Climate from Space app Content 
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ESA CCI Visualisation Corner 2
Outline Schedule task complete
PE/PVL 22.7.16

task running late

project phase Year 1 YEAR 2 YEAR 3
project month 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36
calendar year 2014 2015 2016 2017

calendar month J J A S O N D J F M A M J J A S O N D J F M A M J J A S O N D J F M A M J

TASK 1: Exhibition Version Master
D.1101 Exhibition Master design spec design 
D.1102 Exhibition Master alpha alpha
D.1103 Exhibition Master beta beta
D.1104 Exhibition Master release v2.0 v2.0
D.1105 Exhibition Master update 1 update 1
D.1106 Exhibition Master update 2 update 2 update 2
D.1107 Exhibition Master update 3 update 3
D.1108 Exhibition Master update 4 update 4

iPad
D.1201 Exhibition for iPad beta beta
D.1202 Exhibition for iPad release v1.0 v1.0
D.1203 Exhibition for iPad update 1 update0 update1
D.1204 Exhibition for iPad update 2 update2

D.1301 Exhibition for Windows Windows
D.1302 Exhibition for Win update 1 update1
D.1303 Exhibition for Win update 2 update2

TASK 2: Tablet Version Tablet
D.2101 Tablet design design
D.2102 Tablet (iPad) alpha alpha
D.2103 Tablet (iPad) beta beta
D.2104 Tablet (iPad) release v1.0 v1.0
D.2105 Tablet (iPad) update 1 update1
D.2106 Tablet (iPad) update 2 update2

D.2201 Tablet (Android) Android
D.2202 Tablet (Android) update 1 update1
D.2203 Tablet (Android) update 2 update2

TASK3: Animations Animations
D.3100 Animations x2 (Year 1) Animations yr 1
D.3200 Animations x3 (Year 2) Animations yr 2
D.3300 Animations x5 (Year 3) Animations yr 3

milestones KO MS1 MS2 MS3 MS4 MS5 final
progress/review meetings P1 P2 P3 R1 P4 P5 P6 R2 P7 P8 P9 R3

integration meetings CMUG Colocation CMUG Colocation CMUG Colocation CMUG
scientific meetings Royal Society Climate Symposium EGU? Air ShowCC Conference UN COP LPS F Air Show UN COP

project phase Year 1 YEAR 2 YEAR 3
project month 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36
calendar year 2014 2015 2016 2017

calendar month J J A S O N D J F M A M J J A S O N D J F M A M J J A S O N D J F M A M J

Appendix 4 Project Schedule 
 


